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CONSTRUCTION OF UNITS IN INTEGRAL GROUP RINGS

OF FINITE NILPOTENT GROUPS

JÜRGEN RITTER AND SUDARSHAN K. SEHGAL

Abstract. Let U be the group of units of the integral group ring of a finite

group G . We give a set of generators of a subgroup B of U . This subgroup is

of finite index in U if G is an odd nilpotent group. We also give an example

of a 2-group such that B is of infinite index in U .

1. Introduction

Let U = U(ZG) be the group of units, having augmentation one, of the

integral group ring ZC7 of a finite group G, namely,

U = <u = ^2 agS eZG ^2 a  = 1 and there exists v e IG with uv = 1 \.

It is a basic question to describe constructively, for example, by giving gener-

ators, the elements of U. Bass and Milnor [2] have done this for a subgroup

of finite index in U for abelian groups G. We shall do the same for nilpotent

groups G with a few exceptions concerning their Sylow 2-groups.

We begin by describing units of Z(a) where a e G is an element of order

d. Let |C7| = « and tp(n) = m , where ip is the Euler function. For a natural

number i, relatively prime to d and 1 < /' < d, the element

1       ;m
/.   , i—l,w   ,    1 — Z    ^ ^       .   , d-\

u = (l+a-\-va    )   H-j—a,       a=l+a-\-\-a
d

is integral, as im = 1 (mod d), and belongs to U. These units correspond

to the circular units of cyclotomic fields and Bass [2] has proved that if G is

cyclic then a subset of units of the above type obtained for all (a) gives a linear

independent set of generators of a subgroup of finite index in U(ZG). We call

the units obtained by varying (a) and i, the Bass cyclic units of ZG.

We have other units which are attached to two elements a, b e G :

uab= I + (a- 1)62   with u~ b= I - (a- 1)62.

We shall call the units {ua b\a, b e G] the bicyclic units of ZC7. Clearly, if a

and b commute then ua b = 1. With this notation our main result on units is:
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Theorem A. Suppose that G is a nilpotent group such that the rational group

algebra QG has no simple components which are 2x2 matrices over Q or Q(i)

or 2r x 2r matrices, r > 0 over B.k, k > 3, the Hamilonian quaternions over

Q(C2«t-i + C2k-\) where Ç2k-i isa 2 ~lth primitive root of unity. Then the Bass

cyclic units and the bicyclic units of ZG generate a subgroup of finite index in

U(ZG).

Obviously, the restrictions are on the Sylow 2-subgroup of G. If G is a 2-

group some restrictions are necessary. For instance, if G is the group of order

16 given by

G = (a, b\a  =1=6 , a  = a~ )

then the group generated by the Bass cyclics and bicyclics is of infinite index.

This is proved in §6.

The proof of the theorem is reduced to assertions (3.5) and (3.6) in §3; the

assertions themselves are shown in §5. Their proofs depend on a canonical way

of writing an absolutely irreducible representation F of a p-group G as an

induced representation. Namely, depending on T we find a distinct maximal

subgroup M of G together with an irreducible representation V of M induc-

ing T such that, among other important properties, T and V have the same

character field (see §4). This method also gives a new and direct proof of the

next Proposition (cf. [14]). The result for p-groups, for a regular prime goes

back to Schur [4, p. 158].

Proposition. If G is a nilpotent group which does not have a homomorphic im-

age the quaternion group of order 8 or the dihedral group ofi order 8, then each

representation of G is realizable over the algebraic integers in its character field.

We remark that just as in the case of cyclotomic fields, one can expect, in

general, to construct U up to a finite index only, as we have done for our

nilpotent groups G. While talking about units, it is appropriate to mention

recent theorems of Roggenkamp and Scott [13] and Weiss [18] where they have

characterized certain finite groups of units up to conjugacy.

2. Notations and needed results

We fix some notations and state some important results that we shall need.

QG is the rational group algebra of a finite group G and ZG is its integral group

ring. The groups G in our paper are such that their Wedderburn components

QG = S, e • • • e S,,

are either matrix rings S¡ = (Kfnxn   over number fields K¡ or S¡ = Uk,

the Hamilton quaternion field over the real field Q(£2*-i + Aff-A) for some

k > 3, where £¡, for / G N, is a primitive /th root of unity; see §7. nj

denotes the projection of QG onto S¡. Let <f¡ be the ring of algebraic integers

in the field K¡.  Then (^)n.x„.  is a maximal order in S¡ = (KA)n xn .  We
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denote by GLi or GL(«(. ,^) the group of units of i<f¡)n xn and by SL¡ or

SL(nn cff the subgroup of determinant one. In §4 we shall show the projection

7r(:QG -> S¡ = (Kfnxn actually maps ZG into ic?fnxn . Let Afe be some

maximal order in B.k, then SLx(Ak), the group of units of Ak of reduced

norm one, is finite [11, p. 216].

For an ideal S of ^ we denote by E((S) the subgroup of SL{ generated by

all ^-elementary matrices, / + qelm , qeS, I # m , elm a matrix unit and by

E((£) its normal closure in SL{. It is well known that if « > 3 then the normal

subgroup of E(cfA) generated by E(tS) is normal in SL¿ and hence coincides

with E(S). With this notation, the congruence theorems of Bass-Milnor-Serre

[3] and Serre [15] read as follows. See also [1].

Lemma 2.1. Assume that either n¡ > 3 or ni = 2 and S¡ is not a 2x2 matrix

ring over the rational field or an imaginary quadratic field. Then

(1) [SL; : Ë(<@)] is finite for any nonzero ideal S of @r

(2) Every noncentral subgroup ofi SL(  normalized by a subgroup of finite

index contains E(€) for some nonzero ideal ¿? ofi tfr

We shall also need the following result due to Vaserstein [16, 17], compare

also [9].

Lemma 2.2. (1) If n¡ > 3, then E(S2) C E(€) ; in particular, [SLj : E(S)\ <
CO.

(2) If «J: = 2 and Ki is not rational or imaginary quadratic, then

[SLi  : F(¿f)]<oo.

We shall denote by Bx and B2, respectively, the subgroups of U = U(ZG)

generated by the Bass cyclic units and the bicyclic units of ZG whereas we shall

denote by B the group generated by Bx and B2. We note that generators of

B2 are of the form I + a, a =0 and thus n^Bf has determinant one if

«; > 1, however, if «( = 1 or St = Mk , nfBf = 1. Finally, Z will be the
center of U.

3. Reductions and plan of proof

We shall need the following result.

Lemma 3.1. The images ofi the Bass cyclic units of ZG under the natural map

j: U(ZG) -* Kx (ZG) generate a subgroup of finite index.

Proof. See Bass [2].

Lemma 3.2. In order to prove our theorem it suffices to prove

,^^s B2 contains a subgroup F = üLi-^«  wit^ a subgroup F(  of

finite index in SL¡ for ni > 1 and F¡ = 1 elsewhere.
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Proof. Let z eZ , the center of U. Then by (3.1) there exists an integer m ,

independent of z , such that j(zmb~ ) = 1 for some b e Bx. This means that

a suitable matrix

v i;
is a commutator. Therefore, ni(zmb~ ) has determinant one if «, > 1, and so,

by (3.3), ufz^b'") e B2 for some q.lf nt = l, n^b'1) = 1, and if S¡

is a definite quaternion algebra, then nr(nfzmb~1)) = 1 and nfzm b~ ) = 1 ,

for a suitable / [11, p. 216]. We have proved that zmqlb~mql e B2. Thus

zmq e B and B contains a subgroup of finite index in Z. Now, since

[GLi : SL^X] < co , we conclude that [U : B] < co .

Lemma 3.4. In order to prove (3.3) and hence our theorem it suffices to prove

(3.5) [SLi : n¡(B2)] < co for all «, > 1 ; and

(3.6) for all i ^ j, ni, «  > 1, there is an element b e B2 such that nfb) =

1, it(b) is noncentral.

Proof. First, recall that nfB2) = 1 for all «;. = 1. Now, given n¡ > 1, we

shall produce a subgroup F¡ of finite index in SL¡ such that B2 contains

(I, ... , I, F¡, I, ...). We know by (3.6) that given i ^ ; with ni, nj > 1,

B2 contains an element (... , 1, ... , e, ... ) with 1 in the ith place and a

noncentral matrix e in the jth place. Then B2 contains

(..., I,..., e,...)B> = (..., 1,..., eBf ...) = (...,l,...,en>{B>},...).

The group eKj'   ^ is normalized by iij(B2) which is of finite index in 5X.

by (3.5). This group intersects SLj noncentrally and is normalized by itj(B2) n

SLj, which is of finite index in SLj. Thus by (2.1), s"^ contains a group F.

of finite index in SL . Suppose, we have proved by induction that B2 contains

(...,'l,l,\..,i,...,Fj,...)

where there are r 1 's and F is of finite index in jth place. Since the l's are

allowed to appear any place, we also have in B2 a group

(r-l)

with Fj of finite index. Taking commutators, with A^. = Fj n F;', B2 contains

r

(...,'1,1,*..., l',...,...[Nj,Nj],l,...).
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Now Nj is of finite index and [Nj, Nj] < Nj < SLj. It follows as above that

B2 contains a group with (r + 1) 1 's and ;'th component of finite index. By

induction B2 contains groups with a subgroup of finite index in one component

and one elsewhere. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Remark. For p-groups we shall even show (see (5.2)):

(3.6)' 6 can be chosen to be of the form 6 = l + (x- I)fix with x e G, fi e

ZG.
Once we have proved (3.3) for the groups of our theorem we would also have

proved the following theorem.

Theorem A'.  (Z, B2) is of finite index in U.

4. The main propositions

We introduce the following notation:

For a square matrix Y having entries in a field |y|, is the multiplicity of 1

as eigenvalue of Y.
"?    — 0    — 0 ht 1

Q2k = (a, b:a = 1, a = b , a = a ) is the generalized quaternion

group of order 2  , k > 3 .
•fk— 1 *\ L _i i.

D2k = (a, b:a = 1 = 6 , a = a ) is the dihedral group of order 2 ,

k>3.

D2m = (a, b:a    =1 = 6, a  = a ) with e = + or - ; these groups

have order 2k+x, k>3.

Our first lemma is well-known.

Lemma 4.1. The only nonabelian p-groups, p being any prime, in which every

abelian normal subgroup is cyclic, are Q2k, D2k, D~k+i.

Namely, from [7, p. 304] we get at once that p = 2 and the groups in question

have a cyclic normal subgroup of index 2. By applying [6, p. 187] we are left

with finding a noncyclic abelian normal subgroup in D2k+¡, as, for example,

ia2     ,6).

Now we are in the position to state our main result.

Proposition A. Assume that G is a p-group different from Q2k, D2k, D2k+I . Let

T be an absolutely irreducible faithful representation of G of degree pn, « > 1.

Then there exists a maximal abelian normal subgroup A in G, an element

a e A of order p, a maximal subgroup M of G containing A, andan irreducible

representation V of M such that T = ind^. V, V(a) = 1, | V(ab)\x = 0 (V6 i
M).

Before going into the proof of Proposition A we would like to deduce two

important corollaries.

Corollary 1. In the situation of Proposition A the character fields belonging to

the representations T and V coincide.
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QD2,

Qß,* =

In order to see this we first denote by x an£l ¥ tne characters of the

representations and then recall that x = mdM V ■ Thus Q(x) c Q(^). If

the containment was proper, we would have a nontrivial automorphism a e

Gal(Q(i//)/Q(x)), and consequently x would lie above both, \p and y/a # \p .

As a result \pa = \p for some 6 G G\M. Plugging in the element a from the

proposition then gives the desired contradiction.

Corollary 2. A simple Wedderburn component S of the rational group alge-

bra QG of a p-group is a matrix ring either over Q(x) the character field of

an absolutely irreducible representation, or over Mk, the Hamilton field over

Q(Ç2k-i + C2k-i) ■ In the former case, the representation is realizable over tf , the

ring of integers in Q(x) ■

Proof. We first observe that

' QD2k-t®K2x2,    k>4,        AT = Q(Cj*-i+£-.),

4Q(BK2x2, k = 3,        K = Q,

,k@K2x2,        K = Q(C2k + Cfl),

^-1©%,    k>4,

4Q©H, k = 3,U3 = M.

Therefore, we may suppose that G is not one of these groups. Let T be an

absolutely irreducible representation belonging to S. We may assume that T is

faithful. Then by the Proposition, T = ind^ V. By induction, V is realizable

over Q(<p) and in fact over & or belongs to (B.k)rxr. In the first case, T is

realizable over Q(ip) = Q(x) and thus over cf . In the second case, it is readily

seen that T belongs to (%)2rX2r •

An immediate consequence of this corollary is a theorem of Roquette [14]

which states that the Schur index with respect to a number field F of an abso-

lutely irreducible representation of a p-group is 1 if either p is odd or if p = 2

and F contains the 4th roots of unity.

In fact, the argument shows more, namely, each absolutely irreducible rep-

resentation of a nilpotent group G is realizable over the ring of integers in its

character field, provided G does not have Dg or Qs as a homomorphic image.

This has also been stated as a proposition in the introduction. For the proof

observe:

Since G is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, and since an absolutely

irreducible representation T of G can be written as the tensor product of

absolutely irreducible representations Ti of the Sylow subgroups P¡ [7, p. 516],

and as, moreover, the ring cf of integers in the character field of T is the

composite of the rings of integers in the character fields of the corresponding

Ti [8, p. 75], we may assume that G is a p-group. The result follows from

Corollary 1 ; T can be assumed to be a faithful representation. We simply note

that the exceptional groups in Lemma 4.1 all map homomorphically onto Qg

or Dr..
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After a long detour we return to our proper topic.

Proof of Proposition A. In due sequence we are going to show the following.

(A 1) Given an absolutely irreducible representation T' of our group G, there

is a maximal abelian normal subgroup A of G, a subgroup S of G containing

A, and an abelian character o of S such that T' = ind^(<r), ker a n A ^ 1.

(A2) Let W = {x e ker o n A, x" = 1} . Then W / 1 and, if f = T, W

is of index p in Ap = {x e A, xp = 1} . Hence when looking at A as an ¥p-

vector space of dimension m , say, IF is a hyperplane in A . There is a basis

vm of A   such that the natural action of G on the normal subgroupv i '
A   induces a homomorphism

Gm=<

/I

V

aiA

1J
:%ev 1 < i < j < m

In terms of this basis W is given as

(   m m n

£WQ«€F,'Ev*« = 0*■ í=i i=i       '

for a fixed vector (y,, ... , ym) with entries in Wp . We have y, # 0.

(A3) For x G IF define Mx = {s e Gm:sx e W). There is a 0 ¿ a e W

such that Ma is a maximal subgroup in Gm .

(A4) IfxelT, then \t(x)\x = #M(x)/\S\ where Mix) = {y G G:xy"' G

The sets M(x) have the properties

1 g Mix) ;

y G M(x)Scs e S => sy e M(x) ;

y e M(x)&z G ZG(A ) =>yz, zy e M(x).

(A4), A < S < M. Thus, if we define V = indf(o), (Al) implies ind^ V ■.= T

We then choose a as in (A3) and see that M = M (a) is a maximal subgroup

of G. Observe that M (a) is the preimage of Ma in G and thus is maximal

in G or all of G. In the latter case we would have a e Dye g ^ > and tnus

F(fl) = 1 contrary to our assumption that T is faithful. Because of (Al) and

(A4), A < S < M. Thus, if
Moreover, in view of (A4),

\T(a)\x = \V(a)\x=p"-l=dimV,

forcing V(a) = 1 as well as \V(ab)\x = 0 for 6 £ M. Since a e A<S, A is

an abelian normal subgroup of G, and as V = ind^ a, and T = ind£ cr, we get

diagonal forms for both, V(a) and T(a). Regarding the proof of Proposition

A we are left with showing (Al) to (A4).
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Proof of (AI). This is well known. For the convenience of the reader we repeat

the argument. Choose a maximal abelian normal subgroup A of G and restrict

T' to A . Let w be a constituent of res^ T1 and Sw he the stabilizer group of

w in G. From Clifford's theory [7, VI7] we get an irreducible representation

Tw  of Sw  that induces  T' and whose restriction to A is prw  with pr =

dim Tw . Since p-groups are monomial, Tw = ind/ (a) for some S < Sw and

some abelian character a of S. In particular, T1 = ind5 a . We restrict to A

and use Mackey's formula [7, p. 558]:

pw = res/ ind/ (o) = ¿^ ind5^ ress^(</   ),

y

where the sum is taken over a set of representatives of £,4 in Sw . If Sy nA was

a proper subgroup of ^ , then we would have at least two different characters

of A occurring in ind^n/1(res^n^ ay ). Hence Sy ̂ A = A,or, what amounts

to the same, ^cS. Assume next that ker a n A = 1. So A , being a subgroup

of S/ ker a , is cyclic. Since we can do all this by choosing any maximal abelian

normal subgroup A in G, we are left with the possibility that all the A are

cyclic. But this contradicts Lemma 4.1.

Proof of iA2). Because we are dealing with p-groups, W ^ 1. Moreover, as

A IW turns out to be a subgroup of S/ker a, it is cyclic and thus already of

order 1 or p , since A has exponent p . A =W would force W to be normal

in G and hence to lie in the kernel of T, which is trivial. In particular, m>2.

The natural action of G on A   induces a homomorphism G —► AutF (A ), the
P a p        P

image of which is a p-subgroup of AutF (A ). By choosing a basis of A    we

identify AutF A = GLm(¥ ), the Sylow p-groups of which are tGmt~ for

t e GLm(¥ ) [7, p. 185]. Hence by choosing the basis appropriately, we will

arrive at a homomorphism G —► Gm.   It has kernel ZG(A ).   Observe that

y e G acts on Ap, x ^ xy    , exactly as its image s in Gm does, x >-* sx.

If we think of the hyperplane W in A as being given by a linear form

/: Ap -» ¥p , then our vector (yx, ... , ym) is just (f(vx), ... , fivj) with the

basis vx, ... ,vm of A    from above.  Assume y, = 0.  Then vx e W.  As

svx = vx for all s e Gm, v/e have vy = vx for all y e G, which implies vx

to be central and thus to lie in the kernel of T, a contradiction.

Proof of (A3). We first suppose that y2 ^ 0. Solve y, + y2a = 0, i.e. a =

-yx/y2 j= 0, and set a = vx + av2. Then 5 g Ma means that the (1, 2)-entry

ax2 of the matrix s is zero. Thus Ma is the subgroup Gm in Gm defined by

aX2 = 0 and so maximal.

Next let y2 = 0. Then v2 e W and so sv2 G IF as long as 5 G Gm . Thus

again Ma = Gm is maximal, if a = v2.
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Proof of (A4). From the definition of the scalar product of characters we get

\T'(x)\x = (resG{x)indGs(o), l)(x).

Thus by applying Mackey's formula as well as Frobenius reciprocity [7, p. 555

and 558] we deduce

\T\x)\x = £(indgn5, res£)ns, oy   , l){x)
y

y -1

= z2^TeS(x)nSy °      >l)(x)nSy'
y

the summation running over all y from a coset representative set of S in G.

Recall that x e A < S and A < G, and so Sy(x) = S(xy )y = Sy. It follows

that

\T'(x)\x = #{ymodS:(x)nSy <kerr/~'}

= #{y mod S: (xy~ ' ) n S < ker o}.

Since x e W, this last number evidently equals #M(x)/\S\. The stated prop-

erties of M(x) are obvious because W < S.

Proposition B. Assume that in addition to the representation T of Proposition

A we are given a second absolutely irreducible representation T' of G. Then

we can arrange to get the data in Proposition A so that there is an irreducible

representation V' of M inducing T' provided that 0^\T'(a)\x ^dimF'.

Proof. As has been carried out in (Al), with respect to T1 we have a subgroup R

in G containing our A and an abelian character p of R such that T = indÄ p ;

along with p there is the subgroup W' = kerpn^p . As 0 ^ \T'(a)\x # dim T1,

after passing from (R, p) to a conjugate pair (Ry , py ) if need be, we shall

have a e V but a £ C\yeG Wy. In particular, F is a hyperplane in A .

Let W' be given in terms of the linear form g = (A,, ... , km) ; recall that

W belongs to (y,, ... , ym), y, ^ 0. We again distinguish two cases. First

suppose that y2 ^ 0. Then a = vx + av2 by (A3). If /I, was zero, then X2

would have to be zero as well as a is in V. Consequently, af = ßxvx+ ß2v2

(for some ßx, ß2 e F ) would belong to W' for every y e G; observe here

that we have computed ay by letting y correspond to the appropriate matrix

in Gm . Since a £ f)y€G Vy , A, cannot be zero. Thus switching over from g

to y,/A, • g yields A, = y, and hence X2 = y2, as a e W' n W. A striking

consequence of this is the following:

y e M «• ay    eW o af    ew',

from which we deduce R < M. As W' < R, this implies the assertion of

Proposition B.
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There is still the case y2 = O. Then a = v2 by (A3). We know that the maxi-

mal subgroup M is the preimage of Gm and so there is an element y G G cor-

responding to a matrix s in Gm which is not in Gm . Using this y we pass from

W' to Wy    , from W to (W'f    , and from a to ay    . Observe now that the

linear form determining Wy is (y,, 0, y3, ... , ym) ■ s~x = (y,, -yxß, ...)

with ß / 0 being in the (1, 2)-position of 5. It follows that we are back to

the case that has already been dealt with.

5. The proofs of properties (3.5) and (3.6) for p odd

Proposition 5.1. If G is a p-group with p odd, and if T is a nonabelian absolutely

irreducible representation of G, then property (3.5) holds for the component of

QG that belongs to T.

Proof. From Corollary 2 to Proposition A we know that T is realizable over

the integers of Q(^) and so T itself serves as a projection onto the component

in question. Denote by T the faithful representation of G = G/ ker T given

by T. Then T(uab)_= T(l + (a - 1)62) = T(l + (a- l)6(rt)) = T(u-bf
with r = ord(a)/ ord(a). So r is a divisor of q , the order of G. Thus, if we

only can show that (T(u- b)q:~â, b e G) is of finite index in SLpftf), where

p" = dim T = dim T and tf is the ring of integers in Q(/) = <Q(x), then

(T(uab):a,beG)>(T(u-a:b)q:a-,beG)

is of finite index as well. We therefore now suppose that T is faithful and, as

a consequence, we are in the situation of Proposition A. Choose a e A < M

and V, \p as before and fix some element b $ M. With respect to the coset

representatives 1,6,..., bp~   of M in G we may write

/l

T(a) =
1

w„

T'bm)

Vim)

wp"J

Vimb)

Vim
tr

\Vibpml

f ' + 1, wp = 1, but w¡. ¿ 1, and m e M. Recall at this stagewhere e

that T = ind^ o , ae A<S < M, A<G. We compute 7"(<7 • (uabm

m e M.

I)) for
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T(q(a- l)bma)

/0
ÍP

T(bm)

with * = qp

V

A

*W

V(bpmb ~ )

07

and ni = wi-l,g=pn-pn    +1.

Since  (1 + q(a - l)bma)~l  =  1 - q(a - l)bma,   (1 + q(a - l)bmxa)

x(l+q(a-l)bm2a) = l+q(a-l)b(mx + m2)a, andas {b m     :m e M} = M,

we conclude

(T(l + q(a- l)bma):meM) =

X

r**
with X = qp V(ZM).

V

.-ix„n-i of the group alge-
P *P

This now is a full lattice in the F-component

bra QM, since q, p , and n( all are invertible in Q(ip). Therefore, for some

suitable natural number N, Ntfers C X for all r, s that is

(jv.^V-^-cx

A>'Working with q(a - l)b'ma for 2 < i < p - 1, and with q(a"  - l)b'm

for 1 < j < p - 1, makes it possible to move the X around and thus yields

I + Ne^mu^f'-.a^eG)

for all those i ^ j that do not "correspond to a diagonal block", that is, i, j are

not allowed to belong both to any of the sets {1 + up"'1, 2 + vpn~x, ... , p"~l

+ vpn~ } for 0 < v < p - 1. In order to get hold of these exceptional pairs

/, j as well, we are going to show that given i ^ j, there exists an x e G with

1 + Ncfe¡j e (T(ux y)9:y e G) for some natural number ./V.

Our arguments given so far, together with the equality Q(^) = Q(ip), imply

this property to be true for T if only we can assure it for the exceptional pairs

i,j.
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By induction we may assume that we have already proved the respective

property for the representation V. Thus given y e cf and i ^ j between 1

and pn~   we find an element x e M such that

l+Nyeu = YlV(ux¡ )±q-y>     '

the product being taken over suitable elements y e M. We get

v=0 y

as V(a) = 1 .
bk

Since, for each 1 < k < p - 1 the matrix V(a   ) is diagonal with primitive

pth roots of unity as diagonal entries, we conclude

îïn^v,(/r/)±?
«/=o y

'P~l   .k \   ,*-?r\±«

-n"(i+(^-i)(E*"V*')
y       ^ ^=o        ' '

= Yl(l + V(xbk-l)v(Pfabk")v(ybk7)

y   ^ '      V=0 '

= HO + V(xbk - 1) • 0 • F(/?))±9 = 1

So, in fact, using T = ind^ F , we arrive at

PYlYlTiux^y)q = l+pNyei}.
¡/=0 y

For a pair /, ;' in a set {l+«vp"_1, ... , pn~1+vpn~1} with v > 0 the argument

is similar. Because of Corollary 1 to Proposition A we know that Q(x) = Q(v)

and thus we can apply Lemma 2.2. to complete the proof.

Proposition 5.2. Let T and T' be two nonabelian absolutely irreducible repre-

sentations of the p-group G, where p is odd. Then there is an element u e B2

with T(u) = 1 + Ne(j for some natural number N and T'(u) = 1 provided T

and T' are not Galois conjugate over Q. Thus (3.6) is valid. Moreover, u can

be chosen to be of the form u = 1 + (x - l)fx, where x e G, fe ZG.

Proof. We show first that we may assume T to be faithful, so that we can apply

Proposition B. In fact, if |F'(«3)|, happens to be zero or dim T', then we need

not do much, since then we have T'(ua b) = 1 with the a and 6 from the

last proof. Namely, in this case, T'(a) = 0, respectively, T'(a - 1) = 0. But

T(ua b) is noncentral, as has been shown above.
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If ker Fnker T ^ 1, we divide it out. If ker T f= 1, there is a central element

z of order p in ker T. So z ^ ker T'. As in the last proof, we find elements

a, be~G= G/kerT with

Tiu-b)=(      ■■. ,        *¿0;

a product of these elements with fixed ä giving an elementary matrix. Then

also T(ua b) = T(u- ff is noncentral, where a and 6 are preimages of a~, 6,

respectively. Replace 6 by 6z'. Because z g ker F, we get a product

Il M II Ma,èz< ) = Il TK,bf = elementary.
v «=o y

On the other hand,

n^(n"-^)=nr'(1+e(a-1)¿z,s)
v ¡=0 ' V ¿=0 y

=n^'(i+(«-i)^-p¿z')
^ «=0      '

= T\l),

namely on account of T'(z) = diag(C) with £ being a primitive pth root of

unity. We are now in the position to apply Proposition B. Of course, V' and V

cannot be Galois conjugate over Q, since they induce T1 and T, respectively,

and these two are assumed not to be Galois conjugate over Q. We will therefore

find an element p e QM with V(p) = 1 or ex2 depending on V being abelian

or not, but V'(p) = 0. Hence there is also an element p e ZM having the

property V(p) = N or Nex2 for some N G N and V'(p) = 0. Since with m

the elements b m       run through all of M, p can be written as an integral
D     bp~x

linear combination of certain b m      .   Hence we shall get the wanted unit
u>-\

u by simply recalling that combining the elements b m linearly in ZM

amounts to multiplying the corresponding units ua bm in ZG as in the proof

of (5.1).

6. The case p = 2

All groups in this section are 2-groups. Here is where we actually needed p

to be odd in our discussion before.

Firstly, we have applied Proposition A which does not hold for G G {Q2k,

D2k, D~k+i} . Since we have always reduced our situation to working with faith-

ful irreducible representations, we can carry over the given argument at most

to groups G that do not have a homomorphic image in this set. However, the
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quaternion group Q% of order 8 can be ruled out, because the only nonabelian

component of QQg is H in which there are only finitely many units. Since, for

k > 3, Q2k+i , D2k and D~M all map homomorphically onto L>g, we define

our first exceptional list Ex to just consist of the group L>8.

Secondly, we have employed the fact that the matrix sizes of the simple

components of the group algebra are at least 3 in order to be able to apply

Lemma 2.2. Since in dimension 2 the lemma need not be true when the center is

Q or imaginary quadratic, we better exclude the groups fitting into this situation

as well. Thus define E2 to consist of all groups having a faithful absolutely

irreducible representation of dimension 2, Schur index 1, and character field Q

or an imaginary quadratic extension of Q, but which do not project onto L>8.

Thirdly, we have only been dealing with representations that are realizable

over their character fields. This need no longer be true for 2-group-representa-

tions. Hence we collect in a list Ei all groups that have a faithful absolutely

irreducible representation of dimension 2r+ , r > 1, and Schur index 2; the

corresponding component of the group algebra is (Hy2rx2, due to Corollary

2 of Proposition A. Observe that if a component is just H^. itself, that is, the

representation in question is of dimension 2 and Schur index 2, we have, modulo

central units, only finitely many units in this component [11, p. 216] and thus

we need not exclude this case.

Putting things together we have arrived at the observation that for 2-groups

not having a homomorphic image in EX,E2, E3 the index [U : B] is still

finite. We state this in terms of representations in the following proposition.

Proposition 6.1. Let G be either a dihedral 2-group or such that its rational

group algebra does not have a simple component of the following types:

K2x2     with K = Qor Q(i), i^k)2'x2r    with k ^ 3 >   r ^ l-

Then [U(ZG) : B] is finite.

With respect to the dihedral groups we refer to [12]. Regarding the character

fields we observe that according to the fact that our groups are monomial these

fields are subfields of Q(Ç) with Ç being a 2-power root of unity. In here Q(z')

and Q(\/AA2) are the only imaginary quadratic subfields. The following lemma

implies that we need not account for <Q(\f^2).

Lemma6.2. E2 = {D^6, (a, b, c : a2 = 1 = b2, c" = 1, c central, ab = c2a)) .

Proof. Since by definition G has an absolutely irreducible faithful representa-

tion T of dimension 2 and Schur index 1 and since G does not project onto

L>g, G and T satisfy the assumptions of Proposition A. Hence T = indM V

with [G : M] = 2 and V abelian. In particular, M' c ker V, so M' c ker T

as well, as M1 < G ; here M' is the commutator subgroup of M. Thus M is

abelian and contains the centre Z(G) of G. Define R = ker V. We claim that

Qix) = Q(0 • As F is faithful, for a fixed x e G\M, R n Rx = 1. Hence Rx

being a subgroup of the cyclic group M/R is cyclic. Thus R is also cyclic. As
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<Q(ip) = Q(x) = Q or imaginary quadratic, that is Q(ip) = Q or Q(i) because

\p is abelian, R is of order 2 or 4.

Since Z(G) turns out to be a subgroup of M/R, it is cyclic of order 2 or 4 as

well. Summing up we get: If Q(x) = Q, then |Z(G)| = 2 = |R| and so for order

reasons already, G = D$ which is not allowed. Consequently, Q(x) = Q(z') •

We have

R = (b),        |R| = 2or4,        \M/R\ = 4,        \G/M\ = 2.

First, suppose that |R| = 4. Then c = bbx is a central element of order 4

as R DRX = 1. Consequently, bx = b~x £ 6 modZ(G) and G has Dg as a

homomorphic image, which is not allowed. Thus we have |R| = 2, M d R,

M is noncyclic of order 8. As M/R is cyclic of order 4, we find an element

c of order 4 in M that modulo R generates M/R. After suitable renaming,

if necessary, we get cx = c, thereby proving M = R x Z(G). Namely, if

cx ^ c then cx = c3 or c6 or c3b. If cx = c3, replace c by cb and obtain

(cb)x = c3bx # (c6)3 = c36. Hence we are left with cx = cb or c36. Then

either c = cx = (cb)x = cxbx = cbbx yielding 66* = 1, contrary to RnRx = 1

or c = cx = (c3b)x = (c36)36* = cbbx which is again a contradiction. We write

R = (b),        62=1,        M = RxZ(G),        Z(G) = (c),        c = 1.

X 1 X 1 1
Then 6 6 being central is c and we have b = be . The possibilities x =

6, be, be , be lead to the contradiction c = 1. Thus for example, if x = b

then bx = be2 = x2c2, x~lb = xc2, x2 = be2, c2 = 1. We are left with

jc2 = 1, c, c2, c3. If x2 = 1 (or c2) we have

G = (b, c, x\b  = 1 = x  = c , bx = be , c central).

If x2 = c (or c3) we get DX6. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proposition 6.3. Let G be a 2-group mapping homomorphically onto Dg. Then

[U(ZG) : B] is infinite, if the composite map G -» £>g —► D%/(a) does not split.

Corollary. I. If G = (a,b: a4 = 1 = 64, ab = a-1), then [U(ZG) : B] = œ.

2. If G = Qx6, then [U(ZG) : B] = oo.

Namely, the first group is the semidirect product (a) x° (6) in which the only

elements of order 2 are a2 and a262. Modulo the central element 62 they are

sent to a in Z)g and so to 1 in D&/(a). Hence there is no splitting. Also the

second group maps onto L>8 ; the only element of order 2 in Qx6 is 62 which

goes to 1 in D%/(a).
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Proof of the proposition.

We are given G -» G = Dg = (a, b\a" = 1 = 62, ah = a~x) such that

there is no element of order 2 in G which is mapped to 6mod(«3). Let T be

the representation of G corresponding to the faithful representation T of G.

Observe that for x, y e G, x = rx with r = ord(x)/ ord(x) and thus

T(uxJ = T(Hxy) = T(l+r(x- l)y$) = T(u-J.

If x does not have order 2 then u- - = 1 and if x has order 2 then T(ux   ) =

T(u-~f with 2|r. We have seen that T(B2) < T(B2(G))2 . By the last term is

meant the group generated by all 2nd powers. We now compute T(B2(Df) :

The relation

(aJb - l)aib(aJb + 1) = (ajb - l)a~jajb(l + aJb) = (ajb - l)a~J(l + ajb)

implies that we only have to consider T(ua aA), a e D%, i = 1, 3 , so, in fact,

only i = 1 since T(a ) = -1 . We get

*fw»-<(JÎ).(i,).a :,).(-,' I2)).
where we have computed in due sequence ub a , ufb , uab a , ua¡b a . The

other possibilities lead to the same elements or their inverses. Referring to our

original representations we see that

^'-(GïMiD-G:.)2

This, mod±l, is a subgroup of T(2) which is the image of the congruence

subgroup SL2(2Z) in PSLfZ). T(2) is a free group on 2 generators [10, p.

149]. Now, if T(B2) was of finite index in SL2(Z),then Fmodil would be of

finite index j, say, in T(2) and thus, due to Schreier [7, p. 141], it would be free

on I + j generators. That implies j < 3. Since T(2) D F(ß2(Dg))mod±l z>

P mod ± 1 , where the strict containments are due to the fact that the groups

already differ modulo T(4), we arrive at a contradiction. Thus T(Bf) is not

of finite index.

We are left with convincing ourselves that the Bass cyclic units do not con-

tribute at all. Namely, as is readily seen, each Bass cyclic unit in ZG is mapped

onto 1 in ZDg.    D

We close this section with the following remark. We do not know whether

our theorem actually fails for every group having a homomorphic image in F2

or F3. We do not even know this for the two groups in E2. However, it seems
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very likely that analogously to the counterexamples in the corollary above we

always find a group G mapping onto a given group in E2 and such that G

does not satisfy our theorem. Regarding the set E3, an appropriate test for

an absolutely irreducible faithful character x of dimension > 4 to have Schur

index 2 over the rationals consists in computing Ylxç.G%ix ) ■ By Frobenius-

Schur [5] this sum equals -\G\ precisely when the Schur index is 2 over the

reals, which, because we have real centre fields, amounts to the same as over

Q.

7. NlLPOTENT GROUPS

The groups in this section are nilpotent groups the irreducible representations

of which all have Schur index 1 and which do not have a homomorphic image

in one of the two sets Ex, E2 defined in the previous section. We call such

groups E-nilpotent. Thus a nilpotent group G is F-nilpotent, if its rational

group algebra has no simple components A^2x2 with K = Q, Q(z') or (Hfe)2rx2r

with k > 3 , r>0.

Theorem A. If G is E-nilpotent, then [U(ZG) : B] is finite.

Proof. We need only establish (3.5) and (3.6). To that effect let F be a non-

abelian absolutely irreducible representation of G. Write F as a tensor product

of absolutely irreducible representations S¡ of the Sylow subgroup F( of G [7,

p. 516]. Because G is F-nilpotent, all S¡ are realizable over their character

fields, and thus the same applies to T itself. As T is nonabelian, there is a

Sylow subgroup F, such that F, = Sx is nonabelian. Let Q be the product of

all Sylow subgroups P¡ / F, and F2 the tensor product of the corresponding

S¡ ; then G = F, x Q and T = TX®T2. Define ¿f to be the ring of integers

in the character fields of F, and F2, respectively, and recall that as F, and Q

have coprime orders, their character fields, being cyclotomic fields, are linearly

disjoint over Q and so cf = @x ® &2 is the ring of integers in the character field

of F [8, p. 75].

Due to Proposition 5.1, or rather to its proof, there is a natural number Nx

such that, for any given pair 1 < v ^ p < dim F, and any element hx e (A?x,

we have elements a, 6,, ... , bs e F, together with certain integers ax, ... , as

satisfying

f[Tx(l + (a-l)biap = l + Nxhxei/ß.
«=i

This holds also true, if F, happens to be a 2-group, since then we are work-

ing under the assumption that F, does not map onto a group in Ex, E2, E3.

T2(ZQ) is an order in the component of QQ belonging to F2 and so there is

some natural number N2 such that for given «2 G if2 and 1 < i, j < dim T2

we can solve the equation

TliUßyy) =N2h2eU    with^GZ.
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Putting things together we arrive at

II      F(l + (a- l)6,.y2)Q^ = t(i + (a - l)(j2aib) (E ^)2)
l<i<s,yeQ ^ ^ «=1 '   Veß '     '

= l + Tx((a-l)J2aibta)®T2(Y,ßyy)
V i=l ' Xy€Q        '

which is an elementary matrix. Remembering that i may be equal to j, if F2 is

noncommutative we reverse the role of F, and F2 and produce the remaining

elementary matrices also.

We next turn to (3.6). We are now given two nonabelian absolutely irre-

ducible representations F and T' that are not rationally equivalent. As the

Galois group of the character field of F is the direct product of the Galois

groups of the character fields of the 5,, where again F; runs through the set of

all Sylow subgroups of G, there is a Sylow subgroup F, such that F, is not

rationally equivalent to T[ ; as before we have set G = F, x Q, T = F, <g> F2,

T' = T'x <g> F2. We search for an element u e B so that T(u) is noncentral but

T'(u) = 1.
It may happen that F, turns out to be abelian. If so, we solve the equations

T\(Y2axx)=N   for some/V G N,        T'x(j2axx)=°

in ZF, . F2 , for sure, is nonabelian and therefore there is a u2 e B(Q) with

T2(uf) being noncentral. We write

t
u2 = H(l + (a-l)6;.a)y'    (with a,i;eßj,.e Z)

[=1

and define

u = Ul[il + ia-l)bixâ)y-a*.
«=1 X£P.

Then

T(u) = T(l + (a - I ¿*0(z;«**>2)
¡=1 '   Vx6-P, '

= 1 + Tx ( £ axx) ® (T2(u2) - 1) = 1 + N ® (F2(w2) - 1),

which is noncentral, but T'(u) = 1 + 0 <g> (F2(«2) - 1) = 1 .

Therefore we may assume that F, is nonabelian. From Proposition 5.2 we

then get an element w, G B2(PX) with F,(w,) being noncentral but T[(ux) = 1.
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Observe that the statement is trivially true when  T[ is abelian, since ux e

B2(PX). We now simply set u = ux and obtain

T(u) = Tx(ux) ® 1,        T'(u) = T'x(ux) ®1 = 1.

Added in proof. An analogue of Theorem A for ZSn and Z[y]G, G monomial

has now been proved. It will appear in J. Algebra.
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